Rorthais, September 25th 2018

Stadtbus Rottweil buys first full electric GX 337
in Germany
The HEULIEZ BUS standard full electric GX 337 bus which received the KS award of
the Energy and the Environment last June in Munich, has been chosen by Stadtbus
Rottweil for the local public transport in the city of Rottweil (Baden-Wuerttemberg).
Managing director Hans Keller has been convinced by the range of more than 300
km/charge and the concept of the vehicle using standard, proven and tested
components just changing the diesel engine through an electric engine. This has also
a positive effect on the TCO.
Real alternative to fossil fuels, this Zero-emissions vehicle enables to handle jointly
several issues, such as local and global pollution as well as the noise emissions. A
security of comfort both for the users and for the city-dwellers.
The GX 337 ELEC is equipped with an electric motor and with Lithium-ion NMC
batteries divided into 8 packs, 6 settled on the roof and the 2 in the tailgate. This model
is designed for all-day-use, with night time recharging at the depot in a few hours. These
energy storage systems with an exclusive design deliver one of the best densities in
the market, at the same time as the best balance between range and GX ELEC
passenger capacity. The batteries comply with the R100-2 European standard
(vibrations, shocks, fire resistance…).
The GX 337 ELEC is a full electric bus which presents main advantages of reliability
and performances. Its structure is in stainless steel and its body in composite materials.
The chassis and the floor receive a strengthened protection.
This new order comes to crown years of leadership, research and development in the
electrification of buses. More than 100 units of the HEULIEZ BUS GX ELEC range have
been already sold.
The full electric GX 337 is a new step in the development of clean and silent urban
means of transportation.
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Being ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 50001 and OHSAS18001 certified, HEULIEZ BUS,
is a brand of the international Group CNH INDUSTRIAL. Its industrial facility is located
in Rorthais (France) and has a total of 23 hectares at its disposal, including 28,500
covered sq. /m. All the departments of the company: R&D, production, sales, aftersales, training, spare parts, accounts, purchasing, human resources are merged on a
site situated in Rorthais.
The installed industrial capacity corresponds to daily production of 3 tractions. The
assembly line has been planned to be able to meet quickly any change in the rate of
production of the various models produced.
Its production integrates a range covering 3 market segments: midibus, standard and
articulated bus, available in 4 lengths, 2 widths (2.33 m and 2.55 m) and 4 types of
motorizations (hybrid, CNG, full electric and diesel).
On June 2013, the company received the “French Origin Guaranteed (Origine France
Garantie)” label for the all range of buses produced in the plant of Rorthais.
For more on Heuliez Bus visit: www.heuliezbus.com
For more on CNH Industrial visit: www.cnhindustrial.com

